Congrats to Ziqi
Our May User of the Month

In addition to his strict adherence to facility safety protocol, Ziqi has gone above and beyond to alert staff to issues within the facility. Most recently Ziqi alerted staff to an issue with the gasses in the cleanroom while working after hours. Ziqi noticed a tool he was unfamiliar with was alarming in a way that was unusual. His swift response to notify all staff to the issue helped us quickly locate the problem before it worsened.

We are grateful to all our users who assist and help out by being our eyes and ears when we are not in the building. Remember, if you see (or hear) something odd, let us know.

Upcoming RSC Events:

- Juneteenth - University Holiday AHA Only - Wednesday 6/19 All Day
- Game Night - NRF 115 - Thursday June 20th at 5pm RSVP
- Users Advisory Committee Meeting - ZOOM + NRF115 - Thursday 6/27 at Noon
- July 4th - University Holiday AHA Only - Thursday 7/4 All Day

Ongoing:
- New publication? Data collected at the RSC? Click to tell us!
  - Still writing? Check out our new easy acknowledgement templates.
- Ongoing: Submit Photos Early for the Annual Nano Day Image Contest: Contest is held annually in October. You can submit for the 2024 Contest HERE

Safety Side Note:

Stay safe out there: in the lab, on the road and at home!

“Safety glasses:
All the cool kids are wearing them.”

Safety glasses are required at all times when
working in the cleanroom or with hazardous materials. In the labs be aware, some processes occurring in/near your work space may require you to wear safety glasses. We recommend bringing your own when possible, but you can always borrow a pair of ours.

“Buckle up. Your family isn’t waiting for a text, they’re waiting for you.”
Keep your hands, eyes, and mind on the task at hand, whether that is working in the lab or driving.

“Check your detectors, they could be your protectors.”
Check the batteries in your smoke detectors, just a quick test can provide a lot of peace of mind.

insert brain here

DON’T WORRY ABOUT DINNER HON, I’LL JUST GET SOMETHING ON THE ROAD...
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